OWN NEW PRODUCTIONS:  

**TROUM - SIGQAN** CD  
*Transgredient Records TR-06*  
13.00  
**RE-ISSUE**  

This shows the collab-project of BAD SECTOR & WHERE recording pure sounds from an unloaded large metal water tank located in a forest in Tuscany, Italy (originally used by miners from that region). Both tracks are based entirely on these field recordings. Orange vinyl & striking artwork by Berlin-based reissue artist Tilmann Benninghaus who was also responsible for the highly praised CISFINITUM cover (*Sub-04* Edition). 500 copies. Lucifugal music for Lucifugal men!

In this month's update you'll also find many new & older re-stocked or re-issued items from the likes of NURSE WITH WOUND, JIM O'ROURKE, T.G., VIDNA OBMANA, DEUTSCH NEPAL, but also lesser known names & newcomers as EXIT IN GREY, LUNAR ABYSS DES ORGANUM, HOURGLASS DRIPS, MICHEL TITIN-SCHNAIDER... and the very first big anthology (*CD box on Sub Rosa*) about CHINESE experimental & electronic music!

As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-programm is viewable on [www.dragoneyerecordings.com](http://www.dragoneyerecordings.com). All NEF items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SAMPLE-SOUNDS for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.

Please send your orders & all communication to:  

**drone@dronerecords.de**

Please always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster to avoid further delays, thanks a lot!

**BUILE DREAMMACHINES THAT HELP US TO WAKE UP!**  
with best drones from BaraK[Ha]!
35 DUNCAN, JOHN - Tap Internal CD TOUCH Tone 11 2000 we got few copies of this "pure sound energy" masterpiece back (now deleted & hard to find) 14,50 www.touchmusic.org.uk

39 EINSTÜRZENDE NEUBAUTEN - Ende Neu LP Potomak 2009 re-issue of 7th album from 1996 16,50

40 ERSTLAUB - Broadcasting on Ghost Frequencies CD-R Moving Furniture Records MFR004 2009 Scottish "mysterious ambience" project with wonderful one-tracker; music of the spheres to discover; lim. 100 7,50 www.movingfurniturerecords.com

43 EXIT IN GREY - Radionarayan CD-R Daphnia Records PH08 2007 comes in full colour catalog, cover very nice ! 12,00

45 FAUST - Lady Sorrow 7" Clouds Hill CH9 7" first ever cover-version by FAUST !10,00

52 GOL & CHARLEMAGNE PALESTINE - Pandamoniahbleeumm!!! LP Planam Golpal 2009 PALESTINE on "cognac glass, voice & church organ" in "gollaboration" with GOL at the Eustache Church in Paris, June 2008; crazy cover too ! 19,50

55 HAIGH, ROBERT - Notes and Crossings CD Siren Records 016 2009 new solo-work for the ex SEMA and early NURSE WITH WOUND contributor based in pure piano-sounds - for lovers of ERIK SATIE, CLAUDE DEBUSSY or HAROLD BUDD; lim. 500 in mini-gatefold / art cover; 15,00 http://ghostsonwater.blogspot.com/

58 HENRY, PIERRE - Le Microphone bien tempere LP Doxy DOZLP 402 2009 "first piece of notated Musique Concrete", written in 1950/1951, later released by INA GRM as LP, long deleted 15,50

61 HOURGLASS DROPS - Chapter 1 maxi-CDR Apocalyptic Radio AR041 2009 new 4-track mini-album; b/w digipack lim. to 50 numbered copies; excellent dark drone-ambience to discover ! 7,00 www.apocalyptic-radio.com

65 HUMAN QUENA ORCHESTRA - The Politics of the Irredeemable CD Crucial Blast CBR76 2009 apocalyptic industrial ambience at its best; 2nd album 12,00 www.Crucialblast.net

67 INADE - The Incarnation of the Solar Architects CD LOKI Foundation LOKI 50 2009 long awaited new studio-album, comes in 6 panel glossy digipack 13,00 www.loki-found.de

70 JARL - Tunnel Vision / Mind Reaper do-MC Autarkeia tape 002 acd 031 2009 the return of the do-MC box ! over 130 min. of material spread on two MCs, lim & numb. 200 copies, professional cover & golden printed slip box 14,00 www.autarkeia.org

73 KA-SPEL, EDWARD - O'er A Shalabast'r Tyde Strolt Ay LP Beta-Lactam Ring Records mt048b 2009 CD-version of the album from 2002 which was only available on vinyl so far; comes in oversized gatefold-design 14,00 www.blrrecords.com

75 KOJI, SAITO - Beautiful CD-R SEM label SEM 004 2009 heavenly, harmonic mantra-ambience from Japan based on effected piano-sounds; edition of 300 copies 9,50 www.semlabel.com

Ē - Asylum Lunaticum CD Intransitive Recordings INT033 2009 collection of recordings from rare or out of print releases; suburban drama dadaism at its best ! 12,00 www.intransitiverecordings.com

79 LAMB, ALAN - Night Passage / Night Passage demixed ("Drahtleitung Drei") do-CD Dorobo 013 + 011 2003 we could locate some NEW copies of this re-issue version which came with the bonus CD of 4 remixes done by R. IKEDA, LUSTMORD (19 min. piece!), THOMAS KER & BERNHARD GTER (originally released as Dorobo 011, 1996) !! Lim. 80 in this version, both CDs are quite hard to find these days! 25,00

80 LEARY, TIMOTHY - RE/SEARCH: LEARY ON DRUGS. Writings and lectures from Timothy Leary (1970-1996) BOOK RE/SEARCH BOOKS 2008 192 pages, collection of writings and essays from the worlds most offensive campaigner for LSD and a psychedelic revolution! His words alone can have a mind-challenging effect! TRIPS, VISIONS, THEORIES & REFLECTIONS, THE POLITICS OF ECSTASY & INFAMY. Great stuff !! Incl. illustrated timeline & many photos. 18,00 www.researchpubs.com

82 LUNAR ABYSS DEUS ORGANUM - Huonus CD-R Biosonar_Labirint 005 2009 tiny re-issue of deleted MC; lim. 23 copies in totally handmade sleeve (hand cut, hand written!), numbered 13,00

83 LUNAR ABYSS DEUS ORGANUM / HATTIFNATTER - Ostrov CD-R Biosonar_Labirint 006 2009 feat. M.M. from KRYPTOGEN RUNDFUNK; lim. 52 copies in totally handmade (handcut & written & coloured) sleeve 13,00

85 MARGOLIS, AL & DAN BURKE - Live April 5, 2008 - Le Bonheur, Brussels, Belgium CD-R Absurd # 76 2009 recording of a European collab-concert by the men behind IF, BWANA & ILLUSION OF SAFETY; full colour cover and photos, limited 100 in slip box 14,00 www.absurd.com

86 McFALL, CHRISTOPHER - Red is the Color of Price by Relation CD-R Moving Furniture Records MFR002 2009 mysterious & subliminal drones, recommended! 2nd release on the ORPHAX-label; lim. 100 copies 7,50
90 MIZUTANI, KIYOSHI - Works 1989-1991 CD Povertech Industries PVRCD5 1999 back in stock this collection with early material from the "The same thing makes always her laugh" LP (ZSF 1990), plus other rare cassette-only stuff; on the CRAWL UNIT-label which is not active anymore 13,00

91 MONTERO, MANRICO - Betweenness CD SEM label SEM 003 2008 excellent ambient-soundscapes on this debut-album by the Mexican composer; ed. of 500; digipack, 13,00 www.semlabel.com

95 NADJA - When I see the Sun always shines on TV CD The End Records TE134 2009 remarkable album which has cover-versions only of songs from MY BLOODY VALENTINE, THE CURE, A-HA, THE SWANS, CODEINE, SLAYER, ELLIOTT SMITH and KIDS IN THE HALL; on the people records edition 15,00 www.theendrecords.com

96 NAVARRO, ALEXANDRE - Arcane CD SEM label SEM 002 2008 debut album by French composer; very good cinematic ambience based on guitar-sounds; ed. of 500; digipack 13,00 www.semlabel.com

97 NEHIL, SETH - Flock & Tumble CD Sonoris sns-06 2009 advanced obscured concrete-ambience, lovely unexpected & challenging, hard to compare to anything else 12,00 www.sonoris.org

98 NEW BLOCKADERS - Falten 10" Hypnagogia NAG01 2003 last copies back in stock! lim. 400, clear vinyl 13,00

99 NIBLOCK, PHILL - The movement of people working DVD Extreme Records MC-766 2009 film and music by PHILL NIBLOCK, 3 Hr & 28 min, Multi-zone NTSC; back in stock, new version with revised visuals from the 2003 DVD, same audio & content! 20,00 www.xtr.com

101 NORDVARGR - Untitled Navigations I CD Beast of Prey prep 6.5 2009 800, in folded oversized silver print packaging card package 13,00 www.beastofprey.com

103 NURSE WITH WOUND - Spiral Insana CD United Jnana 2004 2009 re-issue of one of the greatest NWW-albums, originally released 1986 14,00 www.durtro.com

104 NURSE WITH WOUND - The Surveillance Lounge CD United Dirter DPROMCD72 2009 new album feat. ANDREW LILES & DAVID TIBET 13,50 www.dirter.co.uk

105 NURSE WITH WOUND - The Surveillance Lounge / The Memory Surface 3 x CD United Dirter DPROMCD72 / DPROMCD72a / DPROMCD72b 2009 special ed. in white printed plastic box (ployprop) incl. 2 bonus CDs with rare material ("The Memory Surface A & B); usually only available via Dirter-mailorder, we got only very few, if interested act fast!! 42,00 www.dirter.co.uk

106 ON - Your naked Ghost comes back at Night CD Type Records 2009 collaboration project consisting of SYLVAIN CHAUVEAU, STEVEN HESS (HAPTIC, PAN AMERICAN) & HELGE STEN (DEATHPROD) (remix) 16,00 www.typerecords.com

113 ONE ENSEMBLE OF DANIEL PADDEN - same CD Catsup Plate Records CPR714 2002 debut-album, lim. 500, last copies 13,00

114 ONDERA, YUI & THE BEAUTIFUL SCHIZOPHONIC - Radiance CD Basses Frequences BF15 2009 great collaboration between the Japanese "mellow ambience" artist and the project of JORGE MANTAS using more concrete elements & objects; edition of 500 12,00 www.bassesfrequencies.org

115 O'ROURKE, JIM - Tamper CD Drag City DC 362.2 2009 re-issue of this very early & minimal O'ROURKE album from 1991 13,00 www.dragcity.com


124 RAMLEH - Too many Miles CD United Dirter DPROMCD48 2009 collection of Singles 1990-1995 13,00 www.dirter.co.uk

125 ROIGK, STEFAN - Sketches of Laugh and Decay book / mCD Knstlerhuser Worpswede / Argobooks Band 10 2009 little book (42 pages) and 13-track mCD by this Berlin based artist, the result of his artist residency in Worpswede 2008; edition of 500 copies 12,50 www.argobooks.de

133 RAMLEH - Too many Miles CD United Dirter DPROMCD48 2009 collection of Singles 1990-1995 13,00 www.dirter.co.uk

134 SVAIXT - Virsme Versme CD Autarkeia ACD 022 2007 esoteric Lithuanian post industrial, lim. 500 12,50 www.autarkeia.org

138 STOA - Silmand CD Alice In Wonderland AIW 155 2008 4th album (in 15 years) of this german neo-classic / pop cult-band; feat. ex-members of LOVE IS COLDER THAN DEATH & CLAN OF XYMOX for this album 15,00 www.darkdimensions.de

139 SKARE - Solstice City CD Glacial Movements GM005 2009 debut-album by this project of MATHIAS JOSEFSON (MOJEBKA PVOLVE), FREDRIK OLOFSSON and PER AHLUND in the nice Glacial Movements series 13,00 www.glacialmovements.com

141 SVARTE GREINER & ANDUIN - Black River 7" SMTGLTD 7-013 2009 lim. 300, mastered by JAMES PLOTKIN 7,50 www.smtgltd.com